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Latest computer techniques improvements make developed control procedures implementation 
achievable at the generating level. Till now, power system stabilizers (PSSs) can be considered 
as one of these advanced control strategies. PSSs were used for a long time to dampen most 
types of system oscillations. In the current paper, PSSs used are a new design based on the idea 
of strong action (SA) controllers. Previous studies concerning power systems that accompanied 
by the assistance of the proposed SA-PSS were carried out in two different cases: single 
synchronous machine and multimachine power systems. In the current paper, the SA-PSS was 
used in a real part of the 500 kV Egyptian electricity grid that containing the scheduled El-
Dabaa nuclear power station. The simulation results demonstrated the adequacy of the 
utilization of the suggested SA controller based PSS. SA-PSS can accomplish system stability 
which permits expanding essentially the stability margin at the steady-state interval, damping 
oscillations adequately, and stabilizing subtransient and transient processes. Additionally, it aids 
to avoid the abrupt reductions of all power system nodes' voltages. This novel approach 
demonstrated its effectiveness in mitigating both of machine frequency and voltage fluctuations, 
which represents a new voltage/frequency control method. Consequently, the enhanced stability 
of the system is accomplished.  

Keywords: Power system stabilizer; strong action controller; SMIB power system; power system 

stability.  

 

1. Introduction 
 

Power systems with its components are dynamic in nature. The behavior of these 

dynamic components is oscillatory at any disturbance and at any node of the power system. 

Also, it is oscillatory because of any change in the system working and operating 

conditions. The composite behavior of all of power system components influences the 

behavior of this power system. Disturbances in power systems lead to large scale 

synchronous machine (generator) rotors to rotate as for their synchronous reference frame. 

The disturbance influences the whole system, which relies upon the machine and system 

parameters. Power stations are supplied with the necessary automatic voltage regulators 

(AVRs) to enhance their transient, dynamic and steady-state behavior when exposed to 

significant faults or load diversities [1]. 

Stability assessment of any power system was acknowledged as a major challenge for 

the safe operations of the framework. At the point when huge disturbances influence 

happen in interconnected power system, safety and security of this power systems has to be 

analyzed. Power system security and safety relies upon particular stability researches and 

studies of system to review and guarantee security and safety. So as to decide the stability 

status of the power system for every contingency of any disturbance influences happens in 

power system [2]. 

The improvements in the field of control systems has been fuelled by three significant 

needs: the need to manage progressively complex systems, the need to achieve 

progressively electrical load requesting structure necessities and the need to accomplish 

these prerequisites with less exact data and information of the plant and environmental 
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conditions. Modern evolutions in automatic control theory and also digital technologies 

introduce different control algorithms for improving the synchronous machine dynamic 

performance and hence the power system dynamic stability. Of these control algorithms the 

following controllers are considered: proportional-integral-derivative (PID) digital, 

adaptive, optimal, fuzzy logic, neural network, genetic algorithm, fractional order, strong 

action controllers … etc [3]. 

The new designs in the structure of power system components have deduced in less 

stability margins. Large interconnected power systems experience growing oscillations that 

may disrupt in many occasions their parallel operation. Now, in any of the world wide 

interconnected power systems, load frequency control (LFC) and AVR instruments are 

established and already be built in for each synchronous machine. The controllers are 

located for a specific working condition and deal with small variations in load demand to 

keep up the frequency and voltage values within the particular bounds. The LFC circuit 

controls the active power and frequency and AVR circuit directs the voltage and reactive 

power [4]. 

Synchronous machines excitation control system is an efficient with a low cost device 

that is able in enhancement the dynamic performance of synchronous machines and hence, 

improvement of power system stability. PSSs are utilized to damp out and enhance the 

dynamic performance of the synchronous machine. The intra plant mode of oscillations 

happens among units within the same plant, and it's generally not required for a PSS to 

react to these oscillations. Therefore, this mode isn't contemplated when structuring a PSS. 

The inputs to the PSS are stabilizing signals got from rotor speed, power angle, frequency 

or power. To keep better damping behaviors over a large variety of working settings, it is 

required to adjust PSS factors in real and on-time measurements. Adaptive PSSs have been 

developed for this purpose. A description of different adaptive control techniques applied 

for PSS design is presented [5]. 

The current paper presents a novel control structure of a SA-PSS [6-7] for a nuclear 

power station (scheduled El-Dabaa nuclear power station) synchronous machine inserted in 

the enormous 500 kV Egyptian electricity grid to improve steadiness to this synchronous 

machine while it's associated with this huge power grid. SA-PSS can accomplish system 

stability which permits expanding fundamentally the dynamic stability margin, adequately 

stabilizing oscillations, and damping transient and subtransient fluctuations. Additionally, it 

assists with forestalling unexpected decreases of nodal voltages. So as to achieve best 

damping characteristics for machine voltage and frequency; various machine outputs are 

picked to be the inputs of the SA-PSS. This system is demonstrated its proficiency in 

mitigating frequency and voltage oscillations. Thus, enhanced stability is accomplished. 

 

2. SA-PSS 

 

On current time, PSSs installed approximately on all synchronous machines, especially 

which established on the largest of which. PSS structure is mainly the same structure of any 

controller, starting from known and traditional and classical controllers such as PI and PID 

controllers and up. Essentially, SA-PSSs are PID controllers but have a different structure. 

It used for the first time in Russian synchronous machines, power plants and overall power 

system. Different from nominal PID controller, it utilizes extra inputs, and is carefully 

precise to guarantee their greatest action in the system and facilitated activity with the 

different PSSs. They permit to noteworthy increment the dynamic stability margin 

(approximately by about 10%), inhibit oscillation efficiently, and settle transient operation. 

They additionally assist in counteract abrupt decreases of system bus bars' voltages [6-7]. 
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Comparative with the ordinary PID PSSs used in traditional power systems; beside inputs, 

the SA-PSS uses some derivatives as inputs and use dynamically considerable gains. 

Controllers of this kind are built up on thermal and hydro stations' synchronous machines 

that rated at 100 MW and more. The Russian criteria need all synchronous machines and 

condensers to be outfitted with PSSs and compelled exciters. Also, it is expected to help the 

field electromotive force on machines to its most extraordinary grades (at the very least 

double its rated value) at considerable voltage decreases. At any contingency state, a 

momentary overload on machines is allowed. For example, stator current value could be 

extended by 10% from its rated value for one hour, and by 50 to 100% for just one second. 

Permitted rotor current can be extended by 6% for one hour, and by 100% for 20 to 30 

second. 

Fast valving of turbine is a short-term measure that usually restrains the kinetic energy 

came through and after the disturbance and the accompanying interruption preceding to 

circuit breaker reclosure. Valving process is carried out by temporal closure of valve that 

controls flow of the steam. It is actuated by the disturbance. In light of steam mass inertia, 

there is a time delay of about 0.2 seconds than real reaction. The consequent drop of 

mechanical torque assists with diminishing synchronous machine rotor acceleration. 

Volume, interval and type of control signal are confined by the risk of an excess of machine 

rotor deceleration with instability as a result at the following or resulting swings. If 

reclosure isn't successful and breakers open, turbine mechanical output torque 

constrainment is regularly utilized. This measure limits mechanical torque through post-

disturbance state. 

This process is activated by the truth of failed clearing disturbance process. It carried out 

to a specific least load level of turbine which is coordinated by its technology, 

conventionally dependent upon 50 to 60% of the rated load. If a more decline is required, 

programmed machine tripping routine is continued as it is represented beneath. To 

guarantee stability at the essential repeated sequence of synchronous swings everywhere 

deficiencies' persuasions, for instance, two- and three-phase disturbances close an 

enormous scale power station; it should be expected to use continuously major stabilizing 

measures. Dynamic breaking is one of these stabilizing measures. Dynamic breaking is 

naturally applied as an extra load. 

This kind of crisis control is utilized to avert instability in emergencies concerning the 

tripping of system parts and the subsequent deteriorating of the transmission lines. Machine 

or unit breakers complete switching with the base conceivable defer going before the fault 

impacts. The switching is completed no later than 0.2 to half second following the fault. 

The settling influence is given due to power flow loss in transmission lines forming 

stability compelled cut set during transient process. 

Machine tripping assists in augmentation of decelerating energy by unexpected decline 

of equivalent mechanical torque gave by the machines’ prime movers. This positive 

outcome may be directed on account of the diminished electrical torque achieved by 

voltage decays following generation trip. Right now, SA-PSSs on the remainder of the 

machines assist particularly to protect voltage magnitude. When in doubt, machines chose 

for tripping are electrically discovered away from the crucial cut-sets. An instance of such a 

system is given in Figure 1 [6-7]. 

PSS inputs are synchronous machine voltage, voltage setpoint, field current, speed, and 

speed setpoint. The summation block Σ1 enhances and totals these signals' derivatives. The 

saturation blocks bound summation block output. Subsequent accumulation block Σ2 is 

used to support constrained excitation signal ∆VF, and excitation winding electromotive 

force Eqe0. 
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Figure 1: SA-PSS 

 

SA-PSS controls field winding voltage with a time constant of about 0.01 - 0.02 second 

and by capacity of growing it by about 1.6 to 4 times. Voltage setpoint control using is 

decently moderate (with the speed of a couple percent per second). Constrained excitation 

passage licenses the developing of machine terminal voltage quickly. That is if constrained 

excitation signal builds up around 5 to 10% of voltage setpoint, voltage augments by 

proportional estimation of around 5 to 10% in a time of about from 0.3 to 0.5 second. FE 

entry is used as a unique remedial activity to counter unexpected reductions of system 

voltages. It is in like manner used by centralized emergency control systems for a similar 

reason. 

Right now, use of the SA-PSS for a nuclear power station (the planned El-Dabaa 

nuclear power station) synchronous machine implanted in the enormous scale 500 kV 

Egyptian power grid to improve stability to this machine while it's associated with the 

remainder of the Egyptian huge power network. 

 

3. Power system under study 

 

Before the late 60’s, most of the dispersed machines and power plants in the Egyptian 

electric power system, were isolated and had different capacities, voltages and 

configurations. By the end of 1960’s -with the high dam building- the establishment of the 

first interconnected system in Egypt was considered. The primary motivation for 

interconnection is to obtain economic benefits of new large scale generation and 

transmission facilities. 

The possible consequences of instability in an interconnected system were dramatized 

by the event of the black out of June, 1990 in Egypt. Changes in design and operation since 

that event virtually assure that such widespread failure will not happen again, even when 

system separation does occur. Even so, integrity of a bulk transmission system is of primary 

importance. 

Presently a day and as a result of the reduction underway and giving of customary or 

conventional petroleum derivatives amounts, the societies began to ask: what is the possible 

destiny of current conventional power systems? Various clarifications and arrangements are 

suggested for potential applications instead of customary or regular petroleum product 
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power plants. Notwithstanding sustainable power sources, nuclear or atomic power stations 

are one of these significant choices. Consequently, Egypt affirmed to start its nuclear 

program [8]. 

Government of Egypt consented to an arrangement with a Russian organization 

(Rosatom) that working in the field of nuclear power stations division to develop EL-Dabaa 

nuclear power station as the principal nuclear power station in Egypt that is arranged in El-

Dabaa city. The recommended El-Dabaa nuclear power station would be included four 

nuclear reactors of VVER-1200 kind, Leningrad model that has a spot with generation III+ 

and to give the Egyptian power grid with a total power of merely 4800 MW. 

This nuclear power station will work in four stages: each stage is to work, create and 

add an amount of 1200 MW to the Egyptian grid, logically. First unit (reactor) of this 

nuclear power station will have only a single huge synchronous machine that has an 

ostensible output of more than 1000 MVA (Rated at 1200 MVA). These days, the Egyptian 

power grid is a huge power system that includes multi voltage strata. 

There are five distinctive voltage levels of 500, 220, 132, 66 and 33 kV. The nuclear 

power station synchronous machine will be associated with both of the 500 or 220 kV 

network while it is working continually every minute of every day, for instance, must be 

full loaded at all the events. In current paper, a genuine contextual analysis is to be mulled 

over. The depicted El-Dabaa nuclear power station will should interconnect to the Egyptian 

500 kV power network.  

The suitable way for interconnecting between the 1st Egyptian nuclear power station and 

the 500 kV Electrical Egyptian grid will be: From El-Dabaa to Sidi-Krir to Cairo. Now, the 

existing line between El-Dabaa to Sidi-Krir is 220 kV. So, a new double circuit 500 kV line 

must be established between El-Dabaa and Sidi-Krir. The route will be as: El-Dabaa → 

Omeed → Burg El-Arab → Sidi-Krir → Nobarya → Wadi El-Natroun → Cairo (which is 

the infinite bus bar). The system will be similar to the case of SMIB power system [9-10]. 

Figure 2 shows the interconnection between El-Dabaa and Egyptian electricity grid. Figure 

3 shows the SMIB power system schematic diagram under consideration. 

 

 
Figure 2: Interconnection between El-Dabaa and Egyptian Electricity Grid 
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Figure 3: SMIB Power System Schematic Diagram 

The study in this paper will focus on the application of the SA-PSS when applied to a 

large single synchronous machine (that representing El-Dabaa nuclear power station) and 

connected to an infinite bus bar (that representing the 500 kV Egyptian electricity grid) in 

order to advance overall power system stability. Overall system data are illustrated in the 

Appendix [11-12]. 

 

4. Simulation results 

 

So as to achieve better damping performance of rotor speed (frequency) and terminal 

voltage of this SMIB system, and to authenticate efficiency of suggested controller, overall 

system is tested when it is disturbed with a large fault. A 3-phase solid short circuit occurs 

at synchronous machine terminals after 0.5 seconds. The fault removed after 4 cycles; i.e. 

0.08 second. Then, the system is successfully re-closed after 8 cycles. Time response of 

rotor speed, rotor angle and terminal voltage are drawn. The behavior of the system with 

the prospected SA-PSS is given in Figure 4. Figure 4-a demonstrates the rotor speed–time 

response. Figure 4-b demonstrates the rotor angle–time curve. Figure 4-c demonstrates the 

terminal voltage–time response. 

In these three responses, black curve demonstrates system when operating at steady-

state situation, blue curve demonstrates system when operating under disturbance situation 

and without suggested control approach (i.e. AVR only), and red curve demonstrates 

system when operating under disturbance situation and equipped with suggested control 

approach. 

Simulation results shows that proposed technique of using SA controller as a PSS to a 

large scale synchronous machine has demonstrated its proficiency in mitigating oscillations 

that occur to synchronous machine frequency terminal voltage. Additionally and obviously, 

both of transient and dynamic stabilities were improved that added to other 

accomplishments of this kind of controllers. 

To examine the system stability in this case, Routh–Hurwitz criterion was used. The 

polynomial representing system characteristic equation is given by: 

 

00001.00001.00001.00001.00053.01374.00502.1491.25507.0 23456789 =−−−++++++ SSSSSSSSS  (1) 

 

The Routh–Hurwitz array is given as: 

 

[-0.0009+0.0001 i   -0.0012+0.0000 i   -0.0702+1.0803 i   -0.0702-1.0803 i   -   

0.4618+0.0001 i  -0.0014+0.0001 i   -0.0258+0.0001 i   -0.0258-0.0001 i    -

0.0003+0.0001 i] (2) 

 

and the system root locus is given in Figure 5. Figure 5 represents the real part of all of 

the system eigenvalues, which are negative. This shows that the system operates in the 

stability mode. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4: Power System Performance 

In current section, a novel control structure of a SA-PSS was applied for a SMIB system 

when the operating synchronous machine is considered as a large nuclear power station. 

Proposed SA-PSS is utilized to improve stability to this power system. SA-PSS can achieve 
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stability to the power system that empowers critical augmentation to stability margin at 

dynamic period. It is efficiently restrain oscillations and balancing out subtransient and 

transient procedures. Similarly, it deflects unexpected abatements of buses' voltages. So as 

to fulfill improved damping response for machine frequency and voltage; various signals 

from the machine output are chosen to be used as inputs to SA-PSS. This procedure 

asserted its viability in mitigating machine frequency and voltage oscillations. From now 

on, improved system stability is cultivated. 

 

 
Figure 5: Power System Root Locus 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

PSSs can be considered as one of the advanced control strategies. PSSs were used for a 

long time to dampen most types of system oscillations. PSSs used in this paper are a new 

design based on SA controllers' idea. Test power system used in this paper simulation is a 

real (practical) part of the 500 kV Egyptian electricity grid that containing the scheduled El-

Dabaa nuclear power station. The simulation results indicated the adequacy of the use of 

the proposed SA controller based PSS. SA-PSS can fulfill system stability that licenses 

extending generally stability margin at dynamic interval, repress oscillations proficiently, 

and balancing out subtransient and transient procedures. Similarly, it prevents sudden 

reductions of buses' voltages. This system exhibited its adequacy in dampen oscillations of 

both of machine frequency and voltage. From this time forward, improved system stability 

is cultivated. 
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Appendix 

 

Synchronous machine nonlinear model equations [11-12]: 
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500 kV Egyptian electricity transmission grid data: 

From: El-Dabaa El-Dabaa Cairo 

To: Omeed Sidi-Krir Sidi-Krir 

Length [km]: 71 122 213 

X [pu/km]: 2.143 x 10-3 1.23 x 10-4 2.491 x 10-3 

R [pu/km]: 2.77 x 10-4 1.01 x 10-5 3.157 x 10-4 

B [pu/km]: 4.798 x 10-3 9.11 x 10-3 15.29 x 10-3 
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Synchronous machine data: 

 Ld= 2.3  Lq = 2.1  Lf= 1.9  LD  = 1.9  LQ = 1.7  LAD = 1.8  LAQ = 1.7 

 r = 0.003  rf  = 0.002 

 rD  = 0.02 rQ= 0.1 

 

Excitation system data: 

 KA = 600  TA = 0.04     sec. Kf = 0.05    Tf = 0.9        sec.  Limiter = [-9.0,  9.0]  

pu. 

 

Transmission line (pu/km): 

 Re = 0.00001   Le = 0.000123 

 Distance between El-Dabaa and Sidi-Krir  = 122 km 

Distance between Sidi-Krir and Cairo      = 211 km 

 

Normal operating conditions: 

 P    = 0.9     pu   Q  = 0.436       pu   p.f. = 0.8     lag   Vt = 1.0           pu 

 

SA-PSS: 

 Tω    = 0.3       sec.  T1  = 0.5       sec.   Te     = 0.08     sec.  FE = 0.1 


